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Abstract. Creating security architectures and processes that directly

interact with consumers, especially in consumer electronics, has to take
into account usability, user-experience and skill level. Smart cards provide secure services, even in malicious environments, to end-users with a
fairly straightforward limited usage pattern that even an ordinary user
can easily deal with. The way the smart card industry achieves this is
by limiting users' interactions and privileges on the smart cards they
carry around and use to access dierent services. This centralised control has been the key to providing secure and reliable services through
smart cards, while keeping the smart cards fairly useable for end-users.
However, as smart cards have permeated into every aspect of modern
life, users have ended up carrying multiple cards to perform mundane
tasks, making smart card-based services a cumbersome experience. User
Centric Smart Cards (UCSC) enable users to have all the services they
might be accessing using traditional smart cards on a single device that
is under their control. Giving "freedom of choice" to users increases their
privileges, but the design requirement is to maintain the same level of
security and reliability as traditional architectures while giving better
user experience. In this paper, we will discuss the challenges faced by
the UCSC proposal in balancing security with usability and "freedom of
choice", and how it has resolved them.

1

Introduction

A smart card is a small, resource-restricted and highly security-sensitive device
whose fundamental goal is to enable secure services for its users. These devices
have been deployed in a large number of heterogeneous industries and used by a
huge user base. A smart card has an embedded device which is part of the plastic
body of credit cards and SIM cards. The inception of smart cards is rooted in the
need to create a highly secure device that is then issued to users, some of whom
could be malicious while others may be technologically naive. These represent
the two extremes of user competence/knowledge of smart card technology. Since
the 1970s, the smart card industry has created successful devices that satisfy the
core requirement: a product that is intuitively simple but at the same time has

3 - even in the possession of malicious users.

high security assurance
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Smart cards in certain industries like banking have stringent security requirements,
including a detailed third party evaluation based on Common Criteria (CC) [1,2]. In

To balance the security requirements of a particular application and its
usability is dicult at best [4]. An application (or device) in the possession
of a malicious user makes balance dicult to achieve [5]. The assumption that
an increase in usability might negatively aect the overall security of digital
systems is not an exaggeration. Along with maintaining security and tamperresistance while in the possession of a malicious user, a smart card also has to be
designed in a manner whereby normal users don't have to perform complicated
tasks [6]. An example is the number of steps a user might have to take to access
an encrypted/signed email service. Johnny of Whitten and Tygar [7] was troubled by the complicated and technology-intense tasks that he had to perform to
achieve the required security goal (i.e. encryption). In smart card deployments,
users are not required to perform complicated tasks except for banking [8] or
access control [9] applications. In banking and access control applications a user
might be required to enter a four (or more) digit Personal Identication Number
(PIN). Aside from this input, the user does not have to do anything extra: the
smart card then performs the security-related tasks in a seamless manner [10].
To provide a high level of security and require the least user interactions to
achieve this, the smart card industry preferred the Issuer Centric Smart Card
Ownership Model (ICOM) [11]. The ICOM model enables a centralised authority
to manage and issue smart cards to users. Examples of centralised authorities include telecom, banking and transport companies, also referred to as card issuers.
Card issuers provide services to their customers via their smart cards; therefore,
smart cards act like a secure token that give them access to available services.
These card issuers maintain and manage the security features of the smart cards
and in most cases do not require the user to perform any technologically challenging tasks (e.g. SIM cards in most of mobile phones) [12].
However, since 2005 technologies like smartphone Apps [13] and Near Field
Communication (NFC) [14] have changed the smart card technology landscape.
Furthermore, Johnny of today requires more features present on a single device.
Smart cards can support multiple applications [15] on a single device, but such
an initiative did not initially achieve widespread deployment. However, with the
advent of NFC and the Apps culture, dierent organisations have proposed a
multiple application smart card initiative termed the Trusted Service Manager
(TSM) [16,17]. In addition to the TSM, there are other initiatives including our
proposal, the User Centric Smart Card Ownership Model (UCOM) [18]. Furthermore, a model similar to the UCOM has been proposed by GlobalPlatform
termed the Consumer-Centric Model [19]. In this paper, we discuss the usability and security considerations that we took into account when designing the
UCOM.

1.1

Structure of the Paper

In section 2, we discuss the

open card

initiative which was one of the rst at-

tempts to oer users freedom of choice. In subsequent sections, we briey decontrast, while smart cards play a crucial role in security for mobile telecom, they
do not require CC evaluation [3].

scribe the UCOM and user requirements that became the core of the UCOM
design. Section 4 details selected operations of the UCOM to show how the principle of least interaction is used in practice. Finally, in section 5 we conclude the
paper.

2

Open Cards

In this section, we briey discuss the open card initiative and concerns about
the usability of this proposal.

2.1

Brief Introduction

It is dicult to give an exact denition of open cards. In general, however, the
term open card is used to refer to blank smart cards that a user can purchase
from a supplier. After purchasing the smart card, the user can perform the role
previously performed by the card issuer and either accept or buy applications
from dierent application providers. These applications can be installed onto the
user's card and used to access any associated services. The whole card is under
the user's control, similar to the card issuer in the ICOM. Therefore, we can say
that the open card initiative is an ICOM framework with the user replacing the
card issuer.
Traditional smart card frameworks like Java Card, Multos, and GlobalPlatform
were considered suitable for such a scenario. Most of these frameworks were built
to support the ICOM, and by making the user an issuer, they did not require
any substantial changes. However, as implied by Pierre Girard [20], such a mechanism would require an application provider to issue their application to users
to install on their smart card. This would require the application provider to
trust the user not to reverse engineer or corrupt the application.
Such a scenario does not ensure the security, protection of intellectual property, and reliability of an application, as an application provider does not have
any control over the smart card that hosts its application. The main reason for
this lack of control on the part of the application provider is the unavailability of
any guarantees regarding the security and operational behaviour of smart cards.
Similar security issues are raised by Chaumette and Sauveron in [21] and they
make the open card initiative in its current form unsuitable for a user-centric
framework.

2.2

Issues with Open Card Model

In this section, we will only discuss issues related to the open card model from the
usability and least interaction point of view. As discussed in the previous section,
the open card model gives a user the ability to download an application to their
device of choice (e.g. desktop or laptop). Once the application is downloaded to
the user's device, she can then transfer the application to her smart cards. The
issue is transferring the application to the smart card: anyone who has worked

with installing applications on embedded devices knows that such a task is not
trivial. Furthermore, from a security point of view the user has to ensure that
during this process no malicious entity can corrupt the application. The user has
to perform several tasks and ensure the safe transfer of the application to the
smart card, increasing rather than decreasing user interaction. In the UCOM,
the least interaction principle requires the user to either not be involved or if
required, her involvement to be restricted to the minimum level possible.

3

User Centric Smart Card Model

In this section, we briey discuss the core design of the UCOM and associated
user requirements that became the basis of our subsequent rethinking of smart
card technology.

3.1

User: The Core of Design

A user acquires a User Centric Smart Card (UCSC) from a UCSC supplier, and
then manages it through software referred to as Card Application Management
Software (CAMS): shown in gure 1. The CAMS only provide an interface with
the UCSC and there are no security requirements for it (i.e. as part of the design
we consider that the CAMS implementation can be modied by a malicious user).
The user can then request a Service Provider (SP): an application provider
that utilises the UCSC functionality to provide a secure, reliable and privacypreserving service. The SP will then request the security and reliability verication and validation of the UCSC [22]. Only after the SP is satised with
the security and functional-support of the UCSC it will lease its applications.
The application lease is governed by a security and functional-support policy
of the SP, referred to as an Application Lease Policy (ALP) [11]. The ALP is
an SP-specic document and an SP can reject a request for application lease if
the requesting UCSC does not support the SP's ALP. Once the application is
leased to the UCSC, it can be accessed by the user at any compatible computing
platform shown as a Service Access Point (SAP)/Host Platforms in Figure 1.
For the smart card environment, a downloaded application might be a standalone application that does not require any accompanying application on the
host platform. In the case of a smart card environment, the host platform is
the card reader that communicates with the smart card. The reader needs to
have an application (of its own) that communicates with the smart card but this
requirement is not imposed by the smart card's applications, and is installed
separately by the entity that maintains the reader. For example, in the banking
and telecom sector the reader only has to conform to a standardised application
(e.g. EMV [8]); however, in the transport-service scenario it varies, as dierent
operators install their own readers with customised applications (i.e. TFL [23]
and Octopus [24]). However, in case of hand-held and traditional computing
devices, applications installed on a UCSC might be part of a larger application
that is actually installed on the host platform.
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Fig. 1. User Centric Smart Card Framework

3.2

User Requirements

A cardholder is an entity that uses a smart card to access authorised services. In
the UCOM, the control of a smart card is with its user. Therefore, cardholders
have complete control over the choice of applications on their smart cards. They
have the exibility to change the installed applications on their smart cards.
Furthermore, they can install or delete any applications they are entitled to,
at their convenience. The framework will provide the mechanism that ensures
secure control and ubiquitous management of applications on smart cards. A
cardholder's requirements in UCOM are listed below:

1.

Security: If a smart card is inherently insecure, or if it becomes vulnerable to
new threats, it can aect the security of applications installed on the card.
We cannot expect that each cardholder is technically capable of ensuring
and managing the security of the smart card; therefore, a cardholder would
require an assurance that the card platform will be secure and reliable even
if it is in the possession of a technologically naive or malicious user.

2.

Privacy:

Applications installed on a smart card represent the identities of

the cardholder in dierent contexts. For example a college card, a health card
and a credit card represent a cardholder's identity as a student, a patient, and
a consumer respectively. These identities are in the form of applications that
have some unique characteristics (e.g. student ID, patient ID, and Primary
Account Number: PAN) to identify a particular user. Therefore, applications
on a smart card can be treated as the identities of the cardholder. In the
ICOM, these identities may not have any connection with each other. However, in the UCOM, any or all of these identities could be on the same card,
creating a privacy issue if one application becomes aware of the existence of
others on a smart card. Therefore, the identities on a particular card should
not have any links between them. For example, a college application should
not be able to nd out about a medical application(s) installed on the same
card.

3.

Least Interaction (Seamless Framework):

Most users do not under-

stand the technology behind a particular product (i.e. mobile phone applications). Therefore, the framework should not be based on the assumption
that an average user can perform technically challenging tasks. The UCOM
should be seamless and should perform all necessary tasks by itself, only
involving the user when required.
4.

Interoperability:

The smart card user will not want to buy a separate

smart card for each application. Smart card suppliers should provide cards
that support most of the available functionalities and SPs should oer applications in many formats as possible, to support a range of dierent execution
environments.
5.

Ownership Mechanism:

A mechanism is required that securely authenti-

cates the owner of the smart card and facilitates the exercise of her privileges
(i.e. installing and deleting applications).

4

Designing Security for Malicious and Tech-Illiterate
Users

In this section, we explore a few of the UCOM operations to show how a secure
system can be designed based on minimal user interaction.

4.1

Usability and Security

Selected UCOM operations that had to take into account the security and usability are: User Ownership Acquisition, Application Installation, Application
Sharing and Decommissioning Process. Crucially these operations are managed
by the card issuer in the ICOM without any user input. However, by giving
freedom of choice to the user in the UCOM, the outcome of these operations
aect the user's device.

4.1.1

User Ownership Acquisition

A UCSC in its pre-issuance state is

under the default ownership of the UCSC manufacturer. When a user takes
control of the smart card, it will initiate an ownership acquisition process. The
process is described below:
1. The user initiates the ownership acquisition process through the Card Application Management Software (CAMS) shown in Figure 1.
2. The UCSC requests the default ownership credentials, which are communicated to the user by the card manufacturer. In response, the user will provide
the relevant default credentials.
3. On verication of the credentials, the UCSC checks the mode of platform
assurance and validation selected by the user. The supported modes are
oine and online attestation [25,26]. Depending upon the user's choice the
UCSC proceeds with the security attestation process.

4. Once the assurance validation is communicated to the CAMS, the user can
compare the smart card features with those stated by the card manufacturer
at the time of purchase. If satised, the user will provide her credentials
and they are used to authenticate the user to the UCSC for management
operations (e.g. application installation, and deletion). The credentials can
be based on a Personal Identication Number (PIN), a password, a passphrase, or biometric data [27] depending upon the card manufacturer, and
the user's requirements.
The decommissioning process (section 4.1.4) is used when a user relinquishes
control of a UCSC to re-sell or scrap the device. The process is similar to ownership acquisition but this time the user requests ownership delegation that will
delete the user's space and any applications she has installed in it.

4.1.2

Application Installation

In this section, the processes that support

the secure transmission and installation of an application are discussed. The
installation process discussed in this section builds additional checks around the
application installation protocols [28,29,30].
The installation request will initiate the process of acquiring an application
from an SP's application server (AMS in gure 1) and installing it on a smart
card. The entire process can be divided into three sub-processes: 1) Downloading, 2) Localisation, and 3) Application Registration. These sub-processes are
explained as below.
1. Downloading: The downloading of an application is initiated by the smart
card, through a secure channel protocol [28,29]. At the conclusion of the
secure channel protocol, both entities generate a set of keys for application
download and domain management. The smart card then generates an SP's
domain, provided it has enough space to accommodate it. The SP and smart
card will then start the application downloading process. The SP will rst
generate a signature on the application, then encrypt and MAC it before
sending it to the smart card.
The smart card checks the generated MAC, decrypts the application, and
veries the signature. A decrypted application is not a fully installed application  it is the equivalent of copying an application to a memory location.
The next step is to verify whether the application complies with the smart
card's operational and security policy. For this purpose an on-card byte
code verication is performed [31], which is already mandated by the Java
Card 3 [32]; this can be based on well-dened on-card byte code verication
proposals [33].
The UCSC does not mandate the security evaluation of an application. However, certain applications require evaluation due to government or industry
regulations (e.g. EMV applications). In these cases, an SP's application(s)
provide an evaluation certicate [22]. To verify the certicate the smart card
would have to calculate the hash of the downloaded application and compare
it with the Application Assurance Certicate (AAC) [22].

2. Localisation: First, the application will be personalised by the SP. Depending upon the relationship between the cardholder and the SP, with the SP's
discretion the personalisation can include acquiring user details (in postand no-registration scenarios), and cryptographic key generation. Furthermore, if the SP is issuing a card-bound lease then it would make sense to
generate on-card cryptographic keys. These keys will automatically become
device identiers because each lease of the application will have a specic
set of keys. After personalisation, the downloaded application establishes
connections with various on-card services (i.e. shareable resources) that are
provided by partner applications. To access a partner's application services,
the downloaded application will establish an application-sharing relationship
that is discussed in detail in [34,35].
3. Application Registration: The nal stage of an application installation is
application registration by the SP. Registration allows the application to
access sanctioned services. Once the SP registers (sanctions) the downloaded
application, the smart card will also make it selectable to an o-card entity.
By making an application selectable, the smart card allows the application to
execute and access on-card services and communicate with o-card entities.

4.1.3

Application Sharing

In this section, we discuss the architecture of

the proposed rewall mechanism for UCSCs. The proposed rewall mechanism
is based on the Java Card rewall mechanism as illustrated in Figure 2 that is
discussed subsequently.
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ACL: Access Control List. SIO: Shareable Interface Object. ARM: Application Resource Manager

Fig. 2. Architecture of the UCTD rewall mechanism

A request for an application's shareable resource is handled by the application's Application Resource Manager (ARM) and the Runtime Resource Manager (RRM) handles access to the platform's resources (APIs): see gure 2.

The RRM controls access to the entry point objects that are used to access platform services. The resource manager will enforce the security policy for
applications as dened by the respective SPs, limiting access to the platform
resources as stipulated by the policy.
For each application (package), an Application Resource Manager (ARM)
is introduced. This component will act as the authentication and resource allocation point. A client application will request a server application's ARM to
enable the sharing of resources. The ARM will decide whether to grant the request based upon the client's credentials (associated privileges). At the time
of application installation, the ARM also establishes a shareable interface connection with the platform, enabling the application to access methods that are
essential for the application execution. The platform can access any method in
the application context only after authorisation from the application's SP. The
ARM also receives information regarding the requesting application. If the request is, from the system context, for a method that is not allowed to be accessed
by the platform, then the ARM will indicate a security exception.
An Access Control List (ACL) is a private list and it is used to facilitate the
implementation of hierarchical access mechanisms and privilege revocations. An
ACL can be updated remotely by its corresponding SP (when the application
connects with the SP's servers, the SP can update the ACL), changing the behaviour of its application's sharing mechanism. The ACL holds lists of granted
permissions, received permissions (permissions to access other application's resources) and a cryptographic certicate revocation list of client applications. The
structure of an ACL is under the sole discretion of its SP and it is stored as part
of the ARM.
The operations of the rewall can be sub-divided into two distinctive phases.
In phase one, a binding is established between the client and the server applications. This process includes authentication of the client's credentials and access
privileges by the server's ARM. In the second phase, the client application requests resources in line with the privileges sanctioned by the ARM. In both these
phases, the rewall mechanism facilitates individual authorised applications to
accomplish the application sharing, while prohibiting unauthorised applications
from accessing the resources of an application.

4.1.4

Decommissioning Process

The decommissioning process involves de-

letion of all applications from a UCSC and removal of any user-specic data
stored by the applications and card management system. The decommissioning
process is initiated by the user in a manner similar to the ownership acquisition
process (section 4.1.1). However, in the decommissioning process the user requests a UCSC to delete all applications in a manner similar to the one discussed
in the previous section but this time the UCSC does not check for dependencies.
Once all applications are deleted, the card security manager will delete the userspecic cryptographic keys (e.g. user signature key) and associated certicates.
It will then request the deletion of ownership credentials that the user has set
during the ownership acquisition process. After the decommissioning process is

completed, the UCSC reverts to the state it was in when the user acquired it
from the card manufacturer (or UCSC suppliers). In other words, it is a blank
UCSC.

5

Conclusion

The proposal for the UCOM began with a simple question can a user have
application control on a security-sensitive device like a smart card in a simple
but secure manner?. The work on the UCOM has not yet resolved all the issues
and modications required to completely abandoned the ICOM. However, work
to date has a common foundation namely least interaction, which requires the
user's involvement in dierent UCSC management operations to be kept to a
minimum. This enabled us to design a secure, yet user friendly framework to
support UCSC.
The work done up till now on the concept of UCOM has shown that a robust and secure system does not have to be dicult for ordinary users to understand/use. We consider that such eects, making the security of a system
intuitive, seamless and requiring the minimum of user interaction, might lead
the way for better, more reliable and secure systems.
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